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DESCRIPTIONS OF EXCEPTIONAL SETS IN THE CIRCLES 
FOR FUNCTIONS FROM THE BERGMAN SPACE 
PlOTR JAK6BCZAK,1 Krakow 
(Received January 31, 1995) 
Abstract. Let D be a domain in C2 . For w € C, let Dw = {z € C | (z,w) G D}. If / is a 
holomorphic and square-integrable function in D, then the set E(D, f) of all w such that 
f(.,w) is not square-integrable in Dw is of measure zero. We call this set the exceptional 
set for / . In this note we prove that for every 0 < r < l,and every G^-subset E of the circle 
C(0,r) = {z G C | \z\ = r},there exists a holomorphic square-integrable function / in the 
unit ball B in C2 such that E(B, f) = E. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1] the following question was investigated: Let D be an open set in C n + m . 
Let L2H(D) be the space of all functions from the space L2(D) (with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure) which are holomorphic in D. Given w e Cm, set 
Dw=DD(C
n x{w}), 
and let p(Dw) be the projection of Dw onto the first coordinate space, i.e. 
P(Dw) = {zeC
n\(z,w)eD}. 
For / e L2H(D), the function f\D can be considered as a function holomorphic 
on the open set p(Dw) in C
n (this set, as well as the set Dw, can be empty). Denote 
by E(D,f) the set of all w e C m with p(Dw) / 0 and such that f\Dw is not in 
L2(p(Dw)). We call the set E(D, f) the exceptional set for the function / . By Fubini 
theorem, E(D,f) has Lebesgue measure zero in C m . What further properties have 
1 Partially supported by the KBN Grant 2 PO3A 060 08. 
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the exceptional sets? (The investigation of the properties of functions from various 
spaces on lower-dimensional slices was carried out by several authors; see e.g. [3].) It 
was shown in [1] that if D is a Hartogs domain in C2 (i.e. n = m = 1) then E(D, f) 
is a G^-set; conversely, for every G^-set E in C of Lebesgue measure zero there exists 
a Hartogs domain D C C2 and a function / e L2H(D) such that E = E(D,f). It 
was conjectured that if D is a domain of holomorphy and n = 1 (i.e. every p(Dw) is 
an open subset in the complex plane), then the exceptional set cannot be a closed 
curve. However, in [2] we have proved 
Theo rem A ([2], Thm. 1). Given r with 0 < r < 1, there exists a function 
f e L2H(B) such that E(B, f) is the circle C(0, r) = {z e C \ \z\ = r}. 
In this note we strengthen this result by showing the following theorem: 
Theo rem 1. Let B be the unit ball in C2. Fix r with 0 < r < 1, and let E be an 
arbitrary Gs-subset of C(0,r). Then there exists a function f e L2H(B) such that 
E(B,f)=E. 
2. THE EXCEPTIONAL SETS FOR L2H-FUNCTIONS IN THE UNIT BALL 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. The construction of a function / satisfying 
oo 
the assertion of Theorem A proceeds as follows (see [2]): Let g(z) = ^ anz
n be 
n=0 
holomorphic in the unit disc U in the plane, and set g(z,w) = g(z), (z,w) e U x C. 
For a given r with 0 < r < 1, let 
$(z,w) = ((1 - r2) z — rw,rz + (1 - r2) w). 
Suppose that g e L2H(B). Then g o $ _ 1 is also in L2H(B). Moreover, if 
(1) E(g) = {pedU\gi L2(D(r2p, 1 - r2))} 
(where D(ZQ, Q) denotes the disc in the complex plane with center at ZQ and of radius 
Q), then (see [2], p. 80) 
(2) E(go$-\B) = {rp\peE(g)}. 
oo _ 
Also, if h(z) = J2 anZn is holomorphic in U, and h(z,w) = h(z), then h G L2H(B) 
n=0 
if and only if (see e.g. [4]) 
oo 
(3) ^ ( n + l)"2 |an |2 < +oo, 
n=0 
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Fix 0 < r < 1, and let E be a given Gj-subset of C(0,r). It follows from (1), (2), 
and (3) that in order to obtain the function / = g o $ _ 1 satisfying the conditions of 
oo 









(ii) for every p G dU with rp G E, 
/ \g\2 dra = +oo, 
D(r2p,l-r2) 
and for all other p G dU this integral is finite. (Here and in the sequel, ra denotes 
the Lebesgue measure in C.) For simplicity set g = r2 , and let G = {p \ rp G E}. 
Then the condition (ii) above can be rewritten in the form: 
for every p G dU, the integral 
(ii') / \g\2 dra = +oo, 
D(QP,1-Q) 
precisely when p G G. 
oo 
We have G = f| G*, where each Gk is an open subset of dU. The construction of 
k=i 
the function g is the elementary, though a bit technical. The idea is the following: 
oo 
g should be the sum of a series g = ^2 gk, where each gk is holomorphic in some 
__ fc=0 
neighborhood of U, the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of g at 0 satisfy (i), for 




and for every p G G and every (arbitrarily large) M > 0 one can find a non-negative 






whereas the sum 
£ / 19.1 
n*n(p)D(QP,l-e) 
ám 
is small; e.g. this sum could be less than one. It follows from the above that for 




is finite precisely when p G dU \ G. 
We first need a preliminary construction. Let Fi, F2 be two open arcs in dU such 
that Fi D F2 = 0- Denote by L the open arc in dU consisting of Fi, F2, and one of 
the connected components of dU \ (Fi U F2). Let If be a closed subset of U such that 
K D (L \ (Fi U F2)) = 0- Assume moreover that for every p G dU\L, 
(4) D(gp,l-Q)CK. 
Fix positive numbers e,rj and M and a number r with 0 < r < 1. In [2] we have 
00 
constructed a function h(z) = ^ anz
n holomorphic in U and such that 
71=0 
OO 
(5) £(n + irV|a<»7, 
n=0 
(6) for every pedU: / |/i(^)|2 dm(^) = +00. 
D(TQ,1-T) 
Let V be a simply connected smoothly bounded domain in C such that Uu(dU\L) C 
V and L\(FiU F2) C dV. Let ip : V —> U be a conformal mapping of V onto U. 
For 0 < * < t' < 1, consider the annulus 4(0; M') = {̂  € C | * < |^| < ^ } . If i is 
sufficiently close to 1, then the set i/j~l(A(0;t,t')) C V \K. Consider the function 
h o ip. For 5 > 0 sufficiently small, we have 
dra < є. (7) | | < K W ) I 
In particular, because of (4), for every p G <9U \ L we have 
(8) / |5(/ioi/)) |2dra<£. 
D(ep, i -e) 
6S6 
Consider once more the construction of the function h from [2]. It follows from it 
that the function h not only satisfies (6), but also that 
(9) / \h\2 àm 
D(TP,i-T)n.4(o,M') 
uniformly with respect to p G dU as t' /* 1. Since the real jacobian of xp is uniformly 
bounded and uniformly bounded away from zero, it follows from (9) with r conve-
niently chosen with respect to g that if t' is sufficiently close to 1, then for every 
p € L \ (Pi U F2) we have 
(10) / \6(ho*p)\2dm>M. 
D((?p,i-.?)nV'-1(A(0;M')) 
oo 
Moreover, if 6(hoip)(z) = Y2 bnz
n in U, then (5) is still preserved with an replaced 
n=0 
by bn. 
Now shift the domain V and the function 5(hoip) in the direction of the outward 
normal vector to dU at a point po> where po is e.g. the middle point of the arc 
L\ (Fi UF2)- If the domain V was chosen sufficiently close to U (so that the function 
ip is not far from the identity) and if this shifting is sufficiently small, then the 
resulting shifted domain V contains U, and the shifted function fc, holomorphic in 
oo 






still holds. Also, the conditions (7) and (10) hold with S(h oip) replaced by k. 
Consider the set U fl ip~1(A(0'11, t')). We can find two curves 71 and 72 such that 
71 and 72 are contained in U, 71 072 = 0, both 71 and 72 have their initial points on 
Fi and their end points on F2, the interior points of 71 and 72 are in U\K, and if 
we denote by H the closed subset of U bounded by 71, 72 and the parts of the arcs 
Fi and F2 joining the initial points and the end points of 71 and 72, then HC\K = 0, 
and U n ip-1(A(0')t,t
t)) C H. Then, because of (10), we have 
\h\2dm> M. I 
D{gp,l-g)C\H 
For convenience, let us call the set II, as constructed above, a band supported by 
the arcs Fi and F2-
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We have thus proved the following: 
Let Q, Fi, F2, L, K, e, rj, and M be as above. Then there exists a function h 
oo 
holomorphic in a neighborhood of U, h(z) = ^ CnZn, and a band H supported by 
n=0 
Fi and F2 such that H n K = 0, and 




/ " " ! dm < e 
K 
(and hence for every p G 5U \ L: 
/ |łi| dm < є, 
D(CPA-Q) 
since -O(op, 1 — g) C K by assumption), and for every p € L\(FiU F2): 
|2 / w ' dm > M. 
D(<?P,i-e)nif 
We now pass to the construction of the function g. Let TT denote the radial projec-
tion of C \ {0} onto dU, TT(Z) = z/\z\. Choose a strictly increasing sequence {sn}^=1 
of positive numbers such that 5n / 1 as n —> oo. We can assume that G is a proper 
subset of dU, since the case G = dU was already considered in [2]. Then we can 
assume that also G\ is a proper subset of dU. The set G\ is a sum (finite or count-
able) of open arcs in dU, G\ = |J Gjj. \ Fix k and consider the arc G\ '. Suppose first 
A: 
that G^ fl G is relatively compact inG[ . We can then shrink the set G2 in such a 
way that GĴ  Pi G2 is also relatively compact in G\ , but the set G = f\ Gi remains 
the same (of course, the sets GĴ  fl G/, / = 3,4, . . . , need to be changed in general). 
Choose two open arcs F$ and F$ in G[1] \ G^ such that F$ U F$ C G ^ \ Gj, 
and such that F$ (FJ^J) lies on the left (on the right) of G^1} f)G^. (We can choose 
e.g. a negative, i.e. clockwise, orientation on dU; then the notions "on the left" or 
"on the right" have precise and natural meaning; in the sequel we will use both 
these notions only in this context.) Let L\, 0 be the open arc in G\ ' which consists 
of F$,F£} and of those points p G G^1} which lie between F$ and F$. Denote 
4 5 = 4 ! o \ ( ^ U F g ) . T h e s e t 
(H)i K^ = [j{D(Qp,l-Q)\pedU\L[1l}uW^) 
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is a compact subset of U, and Kk0 n J^d = 0. By the preliminary construction there 
exists a band H^rj, supported by Fk^ and i^
1 / , such that 
(12)i H™ n KM = 0, x(H™) C L £ > , and \J{D(eP, 1 - <?) n f f $ | p € 7 $ } 
is a compact subset of U. 
There also exists a function gkQ = S
 aL o n 2" ' holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
71=0 
U, such that 
E(-+ ir2iaS,ni2<2-2( /£+1)> 
71=0 
and for every pG J | Q we have 
(13)i / IffSl 
2 
dm > 3 
Ð(в,l-в)ПЯЦ 
and 
(W)i | | 5 W |
2 d m < 2 - 2 ( f c + 1 ) . 
K A : , ( ) 
Suppose now that G^/ n G is not a relatively compact subset of Gk . Then Gk n G/ 
is not relatively compact in Gjj. either for Z = 2,3, — Suppose that the points of 
Gjj.' flG are arbitrarily close to both ends of the arc Gjj. . Take a two-sided sequence 
{̂ fc,77i}m=-oo °f open subarcs of Gk ' such that each F£m is contained in G3, the 
sets { i f c 1 ^ } ^ - ^ are pairwise disjoint, each F^m+1 lies on the right of F^m, the 
sets {-Ffcm}m=-oo cluster only at the end points of G^\ and 
between each two sets F,(1i and Fr'i,, there exists 11 
(15)i Gk an open and non-void subset of G4. 
• *,m n C l ^ fc .m+l t n e r  e X 1 S t S m 
Tk  
Denote by L ^ m the open arc in Gk\ which consists of i ^ m , Ffc
(1
m+1, and of those 





m \ ( F g u 
-?&+!) . The set 
(!6) < m = U ^ 1 ^ ) I P e dU \ LKm} U W^iT 
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'(-) n т(-) - , is a compact subset of U, and A T ^ n J^ = 0. By the above preliminary construc­
tion, for each integer m there exists a band Hym supported by FJ£m and - P ^ + i , 
such that 
(17)! Hi% nKi]l = 9MHl]l) C L W . G I 1 ' = U W ^ O I ™ el}, 
and U{-°(fiP' * " Q) n ^ i I P e Jk]m} i s a compact subset of U. 
There also exists a function gkni(z) = ]C
 ai^m,nzn» holomorphic in a neighborhood 
' n=0 
of U, such that 
(18)i E("+1)"2 | a i lJ2 < 2~2 ( 'C + | r a | + 2 ) ' 
n=0 
and for every p G J^ ^ we have 
(19)1 / \9Í]l\2dm^3 
and 
(20)! f |^Í|2dm<2-(fc+1+l-l). 
If G ^ n G is not relatively compact in Gk , but is separated from the left (right) 
end point of Gk C\ G, then we can shrink G2 if necessary in such a way that the set 
G remains unchanged, but Gk n G 2 is now separated from the left (right) end point 
of GkK Then we choose a one-sided sequence {F^ m}m=i ({
Fl m}m=-oo ) °f open 
subarcs of Gy, and an arc F$ C Gy \ G2 such that the sequences {Fym}^=0 or 
{iri,m}m=-oo (i-e- w i t h Ft]o added), the resulting sets K^, and the bands HJ^ 
have similar properties as above. Also, we obtain the functions gk m with the above 
properties. 
Then denote Hx = {J H
{]1, Fx = U
 Ft% and Ji = l j 4% w h e r e w e s u m 
k,m k,m k,m 
over all admissible k and m. One can easily see that the sets F£ m, Kkm, and Hkm 
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can be chosen in such a way that, moreover, 
(21)i for every p G U, 
p belongs to all sets K^ m except at most two, 
(22)i for every admissible pairs (fci,mi) and (fc2,m2), if 
(fci,77ii) 7- (A:2,m2), we have 
\J{D(eP, 1 - e)n H™mi \ P e j£Jn 
\J{D(ep, i-Q)n Hi\]m2 IP e j g m 2 } = 0, 
and for every p G ̂  m we have 
r<-> (23)i l > ( e P , i - e ) n ^ m 3 - - 0 . 
Set 
OO 
(24)i 5iW = E 5 f f L W = : E ^ n . 
/e,m n = 0 
where the summation ranges over all admissible k and m. Then g\ is well-defined 
and holomorphic in U, and 
CO 
(25)i V > + l ) - 2 | a W | 2 < 2 - 2 , 
n=0 
for every p G <9U \ Gi we have 
(26)i J |gi|2dm<2"1, 
D(gp,l-e) 
and for every p G Ji we have 
(27)i J Ы 2 d m ^ 1 + 1. 
D(eP,i-e)nЯi 
(The last inequality follows from (19)i, (22)i, (20)i, the definition of K^, and the 
facts that Ji = U ^ m a n ( ^ t n e s e t s ^t m a r e P^irwise disjoint.) 
k,m 
The construction of H2 and the function # 2 differs in some details from the previous 
one. As before, G 2 = U ^ l (
t n e finite or countable sum), where each GĴ  is an 
k 
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open arc in dU. Fix k and consider the arc Gjf\ Suppose first that G^ D G is 
relatively compact in Gk . It can also happen that some of the arcs F^l are in G^; 
but it follows from the previous step that they form a relatively compact subset $ j ^ 
of Gk. Therefore we can shrink G3 if necessary, without changing G and $£
2 \ so 
that Gk n G3 is also relatively compact in Gk. We then choose two open arcs 
F$ and Ffc
( J in G^2) \ G^, lying on the left (on the right) of G^2) n G^, and such 
that also F$ U Ffc
(2) C G^2) \ Gl. As above, let Z,j$ be the open arc in G£2 ) which 
consists of F^, F^2/ 5 a n d °f those points p G Gy which lie between P£2J and F^l. 
Set J $ = L^l \ (F$ U F$). Note that all arcs FJ& which are in G^2) n G3, are 
also in J^. The set 
(ii)2 #£> = U{-^(ep. 1 - e) I P e aU \ 4
2>} u75(o^) 
is a compact subset of U, and ^ o ^ ^ o = 0. By the preliminary construction there 
exists a band Hk Q , supported by F^ J and F^ / , such that 
(12)2 H™nK™=*, Tr(ffg) C Lg , 
and (J{L)(Dp, 1 — D) n H^Q I p G ^ Q } *S a compact subset of U. 
We may choose Hk Q in such a way that in addition, 
IISnU{IIino(<?p,i-e)|pe Ji} = 0. 
Then we replace the set IQ Q by a larger compact subset of U (called also K^ Q) such 
that 
(28)2 {JiHi n D(gp, i-e)\peJ1}cK%l, 
and still H$ n # $ = 0. 
(2) °° (2) 
By the original construction, there exists a function gkQ = XI
 ak o n ^ ' holomorphic 
n=0 
in a neighborhood of U, such that 
oo 
E ( » + 1)"ai°iS.-i <-"a(fc+a). 
n=0 




drn > 4 + / ы
2 
dm, 




(14Ь | | f f




(The condition (13)2 can be fulfilled since the set 
\J{D(ep,i-Q)nH™\peJ™} 
is compact in U by (12)2, and so the values of / |<7i|
2dm are uniformly 
D(QP,1-Q) 
bounded for p e J^o-) 
Suppose now that Gj. ' n G is not a relatively compact subset of Gjj. \ Then G[ 'C\GI 
is not relatively compact in G\,' either for I = 3,4, — Suppose that the points of 
G^nG are arbitrarily close to both ends of the arc G[ '. Take a two-sided sequence 
{^k m) __ °f ° P e n subarcs of G[ ' such that each F£ m is contained in G4, the 
sets {Pfc2m} __ are pairwise disjoint, each I^
2
m+1 lies on the right of Fj£m, the 
sets {-Ffc2m} __ cluster only at the end points of G£ , and 
(15) 1 between each two sets F^ m and F^ m + 1 there exists in 
(2) Gjj.J an open and non-void subset of G5. 
(2) (2) 
Let L\ m and J^ m have similar meaning as in the first step. The set 
(29) K%1 = \J{D(QP,1-Q) \pedU\L^m}UD(0^j 
is a compact subset of U, and IQ2m n J^
2
m = 0. By the original construction, for 




m+1, such that 
(17)x Hi% n A f i = 0, *(-."$.) C L™m, G
(2) = \J{n(H£l) \ m € I}, and 
\J{D(Q, 1-Q)C\ H^m I p e j£m} is a compact subset of U. 
We may choose H[m in such a way that in addition 
t(2) r. I \{H, n £>(fip, 1 - Q) I p € J^ ^ ^ ( 2 ) 
and still # ( 2 ) f l # = 0 . 
(30)2 Я 2 І П |Ј{IIi П D(ßp, -Q)\P£JI}C кgl, 
к,m /c,m 
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By the second part of the preliminary construction there exists a function g^ m(z) = 
oo , . 
-C ak,m,nzni holomorphic in a neighborhood of U, such that 
1 = 0 
(18)2 X > + l ) -
2 | a l l j 2 < 2 - 2 ^ H + 3 ) ; 
71=0 
for every p G J£ m we have 
(19)2 J |g i 2 m |








is compact in U, the values of integrals on the right-hand side of (19)2 are uniformly 
bounded for p € J£ m ; so the condition (19)2 can be fulfilled by some function g^ln-) 
(2) (2) 
If G\} fl G is not relatively compact in G\ }, but is separated from the left (right) 
end point of G\ , then we can shrink G3 if necessary in such a way that the sets G 
and $\ ' (where $\ ' is the sum of the arcs F^l) remain unchanged, but G\* n C3 
is now separated from the left (right) end point ofG\\ Then we choose a one-sided 
sequence {F^ m}m=i ({•-£ mlmL-oo) °f °P^n subarcs of G\ \ and a supplementary 
arc F g C G<2) \ G l such that the sequences { F ^ } ^ or { F ^ j ^ - o o (with Fg j 
added), the resulting sets ^ m , the bands H\, m, and the functions g[ m have similar 
properties as above. 
Moreover, by (15)i, we can assume that for each admissible m, K, and p we have 
IfinF<2 = 0. k,m 
It follows from this in particular that all arcs F^l which are in G\ ' f)G3, are actually 
i n U « -
m 
Then denote tf2 = \J H
{2)
m, F2 = [j F £
} , and J2 = U J%L
 w h e r e w e s u m 
A;,77i /c ,m /c ,m 
over all admissible k and m. One can check that the sets F^m, IQm and H^m can 
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be chosen in such a way that, moreover, 
(21)2 for every p G U, 
p belongs to all sets Kk m except at most two , 
(22)2 For every admissible pairs (fci,mi) and (fc2,m2), if 
(k i ,mi) 7-- (fc2,m2), then 
U{- J(eP.i-c)n-rg;TOl |p€jg;TOl}n 
U { o ( ^ i - ^ ) n < ; T O 2 | P G j g ; m 2 } = 0 , 
and for every p G Jk1]mi
 w e n a v e 
(23)2 D{ep,i-e)nH™na = 9. 
Set 
OO 
(24)2 fl-W = E & W = = E ° ^
n ' 
k,m n=0 
where we sum over all admissible k and m. Then #2 is a well-defined holomorphic 
function in U, and 
OO 
(25)2 y>+ir
2k 2>i 2<2- 4 , 
n=0 
for every p G <9U \ G2 we have 
(26)2 J |g 2 |
2 dm<2- 2 , 
D(QP,1-Q) 
and for every p G J2 we have 
(27)2 i" |S 2 |
2dm^3+ l" \gi |2 7 | dm. 
D(ep,l-ß)ПЯ2 D(ep,l-,2)ПЯ2 
( 2 ) (The last inequality follows from (19)2, (22)2, (20)2, the definition of If^m, and the 
facts that J2 = \J J^ m and the sets J£ m are pairwise disjoint.) 
k,m 
Now it is clear how to construct inductively the function gt having assumed that 
(*) 
k 
the functions gi,... ,g*-i were already constructed. We have, as before, Gt = (JCx '
k 
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where each Gy is an open arc in dU. We fix k and suppose first that GJ^ n G is 
relatively compact in Gk. After shrinking G t+i if necessary, without changing G 
and $£*' (the sum of arcs F^l) in GJ^), we can assume that G ^ fl G t+i is also 
relatively compact in G)/, and then choose FJfl and FJ?\ in GJ^ \ G t+i as before. 
It follows that 
(31)t all arcs F«)/x ' which are in Gk are, by the induction 
hypothesis, in Gk fl G t+i, so they are also in J^\. 
We form the set K^Q as in ( l l ) i or (11)2, and then the band H^\ supported 
by FJfl and Fjfl satisfying the conditions (12)t, similar to (12)i or (12)2. We may 
choose Hi Q in such a way that in addition 
IIS n |J{II*-in D(QP, 1 - Q) I P e J t - i} = 0-
We then replace ^ J, by a larger compact subset of U (denoted also KkQ) such that 
(28)t LKII ' - i n ->(«>' 1 -1?) I P € J t - i } c < 0 , 
and still i ï g . n I^o = <*• 
There also exists a function pj. Q(Z) = _] â . Q n z
n , holomorphic in a neighborhood 
_ ' 71=0 
of U, such that 
• ( * ) for every p G j | J we have 
f 2 *_1 I 
(13), J |gg| dm>* + 2 + £ y |fll|
2dro, 
D(ep.i-rin.ffjW ^ D ^ i - ^ n t f ^ , 
and 
(14)t / | ^ 0 |
2 d m < 2 - ( f c ^ . 
I f ( t ) K f c . O 




is compact in U, the condition (13), can be fulfilled. 
If the points of Gk D G are arbitrarily close to both ends of the arc Gk , we 
choose a two-sided sequence {Fkm} __ of open subarcs of G\\ each of them 
contained with its closure in Gt+2, ordered from the left to the right with respect 
to ra, with closures pair wise disjoint, clustering only at the end points of G, and 
such that between each two sets Fkm and Fk m + 1 there exists in Gk' an open and 
non-void subset of Gt+%. Then, as before, we define ---Vm' ̂ fc m >-̂ fc m (similarly to 
(16) and (29)) and construct a band Hkm satisfying the conditions (17),, which are 
similar to (17)i or (17)2. We may choose Hkm in such a way that in addition 
**i% n \J{Ht, n D(QP, I - Q) | P e Jv, t> < t} = 0. 
We then replace Kkm by a larger compact subset of U such that 
(30)t \J{Hť D D(gp, 1 - Q) I p € Jv, ť < t) C Ki%, 
and such that still H^m D K
{^m = 0. 
There also exists a function gkm(z) = ^ akm nz
n, holomorphic in a neighbor-
71=0 
hood of U, such that it satisfies the conditions (18),, (19),, and (20), which are 
similar to the previous ones in the sense that the right-hand sides of (18)2, (19)2, 
and (20)2 must be replaced respectively by 2 -2(A:+lml+£+1), 
t - i 
í + 2 + E } \9ifdm, 
D(eP,i-e)nH['l 
and 2 (Hlml+t+i)^ a n ( j t n e integration on the left-hand side of (20), ranges over 
Kk m. The condition (19), can be satisfied since the set 
\J{D(e,i-e)nHi%\P€Ji%} 
is compact in U. 
Similarly as for t = 2, we change conveniently the construction, if Gk D G is 
separated only from the left (right) end point of G^. 
Moreover, by a condition similar to (15)i or (15)2, which is assumed to hold for 
t — 1, we can assume that for each admissible ra, /c, LA, 
ғк > n ғ (0 n IГÍ*"
1) -. ø. 
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In particular, this implies that 
(32)t all arcs F
{t~x) which lie in G{t) n G t + 1 , 
are actually in [J J^m. 
m 
Then we form the sets Ht, Ft, and Jt as for t = 1 or 2; they satisfy also the 
assumptions (21) t, (22) t, and (23)t, similar to (21)i, (22)i, and (23)i, or (21)2, 
(22)2, and (23)2. 











for every p Є дU \ Gt we have 
(26)t / | ^ |




and for every p Є Jt we have 








ы 2 dm 
Set g = X) g* = : !C a n ^ n - Then g is a well-defined holomorphic function in U. 
/=0 n=0 
Moreover, by (25)t, we have 
^ ( n + 1) 2 | a n |
2 < + o o . 
n = 0 
Let p e dU \ G. Then, for some positive integer t0 and all t ^ to, p £ Gt. It follows 
from (26)t that 
( J M 2 dm) 2 ^f] ( J |g£|
2dm)2^ 
D(QP)1-Q)
 t = 1 D(QP,1-Q) 
t0-l / r \ § °° 
< £ ( / |^|2dm + ^ 2 - ' < + o o . 
D(ЄPЛ-Є) 
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If p e G, then p e Gt for all t. By construction, p 6 Jt U Ft for all t. It follows from 
(31)* and (32)* that if p E Ft Pi G, then p G J*+i. Therefore p belongs to infinitely 




2dm^ 0 + l + ^ J \9i\
2dm. 
D(Qp,i-e)nHto
 l=1 D(Qp,i-Q)nHto 
On the other hand, for every / > t0 it follows from (30)*, (28)*, (20)*, (14)* and (24)* 
that 
(34) J |^ /|
2dm^2- /. 
D(^p,i-.?)nIlto 
Then, by (33) and (34), 
J \g\2dm> J \gt0\
2dm 
D(eP,i-Q)nHto D(eP,i-Q)nHt0 
t 0 - l - oo -
- ] T / | a / | 2 dm~ ^T / |gz | 2 dm^^ 0 . 
I 1 J I 4.- I 1 J l~1 D(QPli-Q)nHto
 l-t^1D(Qp,i-Q)nHt 
Since £n can be arbitrarily large, it follows that 
/ 
|^| dm = +00. 
D(QPA-Q) 
Thus g is the desired function. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
No te . It is still an open problem to characterize all exceptional sets for functions 
from the Bergman space in the unit ball in C2; e.g. it is of interest to know whether 
all G& -subsets of measure zero in the unit disc U in C (not necessarily contained in 
the circles) are exceptional subsets for some functions. 
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